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WORLD DROP
AODHAN MADDEN

I get pissed on, on the regular. Like a used towel on the floor, a little 
mountain valley, or a big body-sized tray of cat litter, that’s me. But I prefer 
it directly in my mouth. One minute I’ll be lying down, working, or catching up 
with friends and then the golden rain starts falling, cha-ching, my jaw’s 
wide open. Or sometimes I put my lips directly on the source and suck 
and don’t let go. It’s no more sex than American Express, no more therapy 
than wringing a sponge. Just pure liquid meditation. A valve opens, then another 
one, then another one. Two systems communicating with each other, gurgling, 
swallowing. In the best of all possible worlds, every drop hits the back 
of my throat, streams down my oesophagus, then pools in my stomach, 
waiting to turn into blood. Throat, oesophagus, stomach, blood. This rhythm 
becoming a reflex, my mind moves towards the draining bladder in the midst 
of its heroic auto-elimination, purging, giving me everything it’s got, 
it’s almost tragic. Sometimes I think I can hear its reluctant cries, its cyclical 
despair, letting everything go, almost nothing left. Simple selfless vessel stuff. 
And then there’s the taste. At this point I’ve left my body behind and I’m just 
there, inside the piss’ taste. I experience it first as a colour, a greyish-green 
or a rich brown with lots of white, an edgy beige, or sometimes a purple, 
a streak of electricity, clawing at the edges of my brain. 
The colour gives me clues. Filtered or unfiltered? Cell death or biodegraded 
polymers? Maybe that’s the silicon and its solvent, maybe that’s the instant 
larvae death, the shadow of a sweet apple’s shine? Sometimes I can even taste 
the guilt from next door, the stress in the street and all the radiating contempt, 
everywhere, as if my mouth were directly connected to God’s urethra. 
I try and map it all out on my tongue, my tastebuds sending precise encrypted 
information to my brain revealing all the secret messages in the fluid: 
CHANGE YOUR HORMONAL HORIZON or CATS AND DOGS ON HEAT. 
In the meantime my whole body swells and my blood gets wetter and wetter, 
frothy with all the processed sky and earth inside of me, full with everything 
that’s been let go, too small, too invisible, too free. I try to savour this moment, 
the world a static zero underneath my layers of flesh. An endless inside. 
And then the bladder starts crying again, mine, moaning, shrieking questions: 
Who wants the flow? Who wants the salt, the cash, the phthalates? 
The headlines, the market crashes? The territory disputes? Who wants my little self 
portrait swirling around their molars, diluting their saliva, dripping down their 
vocal folds? Drop after drop, world after world. And so, whether I like it or not, 
I start to look for another mouth, or don’t, and then, well, ready, set, don’t let go. A
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THE ANTICHAMBER OF MY MIND
CHRISTELLE OYIRI 

Christelle Oyiri, who also operates under the DJ alias Crystallmess, is a hardcore 
polymath. In April 2022, she presented her first institutional solo exhibition as a visual 
artist at Tramway, Glasgow. Along with the producer and curator of the show, they 
discuss creative processes, pride and celebration, personal engagement, and the porous 
territories of arts.

I don’t really know what to begin with. I had 
the chance to collaborate with you for your 
solo show Gentle Battle, presented at Tramway 
in Glasgow. Obviously, this conversation will 
revolve around your practice as a visual artist. 
But you are also well known for your music 
practice, and you engage with performance, 
writing, music production. Maybe I should begin 
like this: where do you place yourself in the 
artistic landscape?
I guess I have always been in-between disciplines. One of 
my earliest contacts with an artistic practice was theater:  
I studied it as a kid, and it was my specialty in prep 
school. I really wanted to have a career in theater, but my 
dad was against it. I feel him – except with Othello, you 
would rarely see a black person having a major role in  
a play. Funny how as a DJ I finally managed to literally play 
on stage. Anyway, before even engaging into deejaying,  
I was also writing as a journalist and a critical thinker, 
not only in music with “Noisey” and “The Fader”, but also 
in politics with tribunes for “The Guardian”. I low-key 
wanted to be like k-punk (Mark Fisher) or Greg Tate, but 
obviously I didn’t have the range. In fact, I am realizing  
I have always been at the intersection of sound and writing. 

Your goal is to create without sticking to a sole 
medium… This is definitely something someone 
can sense when they come across your work.
I never went to art school, so I never specialized myself 
into one discipline or one type of knowledge. As soon 
as something I do gets too boring or unidimensional,  
I need to switch to another medium, genre, or technique 
– something that would fit better with what I want. Let’s 
take Collective Amnesia: the reason why I decided to use 
video as a medium for this work is purely circumstantial, 
the logical result of an intensive research phase.
 
It’s a good thing you mention Collective Amnesia, 
which is your first ever work as a visual artist. 
It’s a rich, generous, almost kaleidoscopic work. 
You mix found footage, motion design, personal 
videos, and still images, in a very frenetic way… 
Why did it take this shape?
Collective Amnesia really exemplifies my production 
process. At the beginning I wanted to make a work that 
would explore Logobi, this 2000s dance movement born 
in the Parisian suburbs, which heavily influenced techno 
and hardstyle as we know it today. It was a confidential 
thing, mainly danced by black kids. It came right after this 
massively popular dance movement called Tecktonik – 
which, by the way, was created in a club right next to my 
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parents’ home, the Metropolis. Anyway, I had hard 
times finding archives and documentation on this 
movement. I managed to find blogs and amateur 
videos, but no interview, no scientific articles or 
whatsoever. I was struck by this research no man’s 
land. From that turning point came the idea of 
making a video that would not talk about Logobi, 
but about the profound lack of information we 
had on it. I shot images myself, combined them 
with the few found footage I got. It became a 
sedimentation of images, between a documentary, 
a visual essay, and a fictional reenactment.
 
How do you explain this void around the 
Logobi movement? A few years earlier, 
Tecktonik had become a huge popular 
topic, fed with documentaries, interviews, 
articles. And Tik Tok dance virality didn’t 
really exist at the time.
I think it’s all about shame. The Black pride that 
blossomed after the Black Lives Matter movement 
wasn’t there yet. You wouldn’t find websites or 
Instagram accounts like Niggas With Enjaillement 
(NWE) who are promoting today’s African urban 
culture. In fact, France has always been proud 
of its institutionalized color-blindness, but this 
way to think literally alienated the people who 
were into movements like Logobi. People were 
uncomfortable with this African musical genre 
spreading in the city. And this social stigmatization 
is even more violent when you realize it appeared 
in the late 2000s, simultaneously with the birth 
of the smartphone. See it like this: it was a bunch 
of Black kids dancing in public spaces, from 
business districts to train stations, parks and city 

Conversation by Simon Gérard

I am so glad to speak with you again.
What has changed since we spoke last 
time?
You know, the last year has been extremely 
busy leading up to the show at Tate, and then 
after the show. But during the pandemic, it was 
sort of having to deal with real life things and 
not just work. And that was challenging. I'm 
sure that the way most people experience life 
just isn't the same. At least I'm doing things 
with different priorities. But that being said, 
we're still sucked into the work cycle. I was 
struggling with that before where I just didn't 
have a life outside of work, it was difficult for me 
to balance everything. It's still a challenge and  
I think you have to insist that you can only do 
so many things in a year and you want to choose 
the things that matter the most. And you just 
try to get into the habit of foregrounding the 
important, it's so easy to take on too much — the 
light is so nice where you are, it definitely looks 
like a European light.

Last week I was in Iceland and there 
is no night at this time of the year. 
The landscape is so present, you can 
imagine the fire under the ground, the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the two plates 
moving apart, apparently the speed 
fingernails grow. The earth under the 
feet feels very alive, and this aliveness  
is easily visible. I saw your show in Milan 
three times, and somehow I expected 
that the changes occurring in your works 
would be dramatic from the start to the 
end of the show duration but they were 
so subtle. As in the work Shameplex, 
where a layer of a phosphorescent green 
ultrasound gel contained this large 
number of pins stuck into it, and over the 
time corrosion and oxidation started to 
happen. 
When working on the Winogradsky panels 
called Biologizing the Machine in the Pirelli 
HangarBicocca show, I was coming from  
a place of thinking about the concept of 
terroir. It is a term that's mostly closely related 
to wine making and all of the surrounding 

TO PERCEIVE WHAT A PINK DOLPHIN PERCEIVES
ANICKA YI

We spoke with Anicka Yi – an artist whose work closely engages with science – just 
before Christmas, over three years ago. I remember sitting in a dimly lit kitchen,  
not mine, in New York City. She was in a car at a parking lot, in Los Angeles.  
Since then, she had two major shows: In Love With the World at Tate Modern’s Turbine 
Hall in London and Metaspore at Pirelli HangarBicocca in Milan. Now – Anicka sitting 
at her home in New York City, me at home in Paris – we continue the conversation. 
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environment. The ecology contributes to how 
agriculture tastes, and the quality and the 
growth and the soil composition, all of the other 
organisms, whether it's humans or animals or 
plants, or microorganisms that contribute to 
the earth, and that influences the kind of grape 
you're going to grow and the wine that gets 
produced. It was an incredible framework to 
think about the kind of entanglement of multi-
species and all these different life forms that are 
in an environment and how we all influence 
each other's metabolisms, and influence how we 
are epigenetically mutating. For me, focusing 
on the Biologizing the Machine was a great 
starting point to examine all of these different 
overlapping, integrated, porous, mutually 
symbiotically affected life forms. And I wanted 
to create this sort of time-based living work, 
where we could examine and look at the many 
layers of the sediment and the different sort of 
life forms that inhabit what we just think of as 
dirt or soil. And it did continue to grow as you 
know. And it just will continue to evolve and 
you can see visibly the symbiotic life, you see 
the algae, you see the microorganisms, and then 
how it affects the soil, and it starts changing 
colour because of the bacteria, different kinds of 
bacteria that will create these different kinds of 
pigments, as they interact with the soil. Then it 
becomes something different, being put into the 
framework of – let's say – an abstract landscape, 
call it a painting or a sculpture, but it definitely 
is in conversation with more formal historical 
gestures. And then also ultimately it's a portrait, 
It's a portrait of the city of Milan. And a portrait 
of not just human organisms but so many other 
living entities that we share space with.

FAITH MUST FLOW
TOSH BASCO, CHRISTELLE OYIRI AKA CRYSTALLMESS, ANICKA YI, TAREK LAKHRISSI, KORAKRIT ARUNANONDCHAI, YUNCHUL KIM, WINNIE MO RIELLY, MARCELO GOMES, 
AODHAN MADDEN, POLAR MADMAX IKEA IN JUNE AND BANGKOK AT NIGHT

LOVE YOU BEHOLD FOR A PLANT TO GROW
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faith is commencement
like a seed you sow

faith is light, love and longing
you behold for a plant to grow

faith is engagement, adoration and devotion
until you wait the flowers to bloom

faith is beauty, desire and intimacy
you cherish as a scent of a garland strewn

faith is persistence and rigger
branching out as a tree

faith is protection and comfort
under its shade you seek

faith is nourishment and fulfilment
of the fruit you relish

faith is satisfaction and continuity
that makes life persist

faith is what connects Man to the earth
and what connects Man to Himself

You are always so eloquent when you 
speak about your work, and so generous 
in sharing information, with the audience.  
I saw your answers to the public’s 
questions at Tate – how was the experience 
of possibly having a discussion with a 
broader audience than usual? What were 
the most interesting questions?
I think that early on my interests with my practice 
were in a way universal. It was much less about my 
subjectivity and mythological realm that I would 
be inhabiting and that only I could access through 
my consciousness. And so, I think fairly early on, 
it was very important for me to be able to have  
a conversation with anybody, because everybody 
has a stake in these questions that I'm asking.  
I want to be able to talk to almost everybody about 
these ideas because it concerns life as we know it. 
What does it mean to exist? What does existence 
entail? A lot of our preconceived ideas come from 
what we have been conditioned to believe that the 
human is and what sort of articulations of different 
kinds of living or non-living beings are confusing. 
But also we are finding through a lot of research, 
through microbiological research or AI research, 
that maybe we need to reframe the question. 
Maybe we need to ask new questions, because the 
old answers, they seem to start collapsing. And, 
of course, every generation has to update these 
questions. And so I feel like I'm coming from that 
tradition of philosophical inquiry of what it means 
to be alive and what can life be in the 21st century. 
Because what life is today is different than it was 
500 years ago. And maybe what I'm learning is 
that the distinctions between living and non-living 
don't really matter as much as we thought that they 
did. There shouldn't be as much of a primacy on 
the living, when the nonliving is just as vital, as 
much part of us. The virus technically is not alive 
yet it predates human life. And it helps to regulate 
biodiversity on the planet, and it has all of these 
remarkable properties, but it can't self-reproduce. 
So we classify it as essentially non-living. This 
creates this real grey area and ambiguity, and we 
start thinking, well, maybe we're making these 
very false assumptions about these sort of forces 
in the world. And it makes me think that I need 
to expand further these questions around what's 
living and non-living. It doesn't serve us to be so 
binary. I think humans have a tendency to want 
things to be either or. Biology and natural science 
teach us that it's not so simple, and it's not so clear. 

But to address your initial question, I think that one 
of the most interesting questions that came up at 
Tate was around these aerobes, these autonomous 
flying machines that we created. They feel so alive. 

 
Could we imagine that these could have 
their own agency, and have consciousness?  
It was not my intention to give them consciousness as 
the ultimate goal, to make them like us. My intention 
was, if anything, to articulate that we can make 
room for vastly different kinds of species, a different 
kind of entity, and it doesn't matter to me if they're 
living or non-living. That we could create a kinship 
with a new kind of entity that we can embrace, and 
that we could learn from about what it means to be 
alive or not living. And this speaks to the heart of 
my inspiration and motivation with the project. The 
last few years of my practice has really decentered 
the human and focused on the entanglement of 
forms that humans contain and on the multi-species 
projects even just within our own bodies – all these 
other microorganisms, fungi, virus, and bacteria. 
The stable concept of a human starts to fall apart 
when we think about it along those lines. And so,  
I don't think that we are this fully autonomous self. 
It was also a way to try to implore more imagination 
in how we develop machines, and by extension relate 
to machines, because we all have this anxiety around 
them, and we feel like they are our competition, our 
dominators. And I feel like it's because we have only 
approached machines in that way that it has to be 
productive, that the machines have to serve us. And 
that creates an anxious tension between machines. 
But what if machines didn't have any productivity 
that you could quantify, and they were more just 
coexisting with us. It is a desire for coexistence along 
lots of other beings.

When we label this living and non-living, 
even just in the terminology, there is the 
hierarchy, this “not” being somehow 
subordinate to the living. And if you say that 
the non-living is classed like this because it 
cannot reproduce, then technically a human 
who cannot biologically reproduce should 
then be non-living.
To live means to be dying at the same time. And so 
I think that these categories of living, or non-living, 
are not these absolutes. And this comes back to the 
porousness, the fact that both conditions or systems 
are happening at the same time: that’s what allows 
life and death to occur. And not to get trapped in 
that binary, but if we really think about it like you 
brought up, there's no real concrete idea of all life at 
all times. To be alive means to be slowly dying.
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How do you define this field of faith that you find in 
your process ? 
When I was writing about faith in the book, I was really 
thinking about safety. Very directly, when I was thinking 
about a field of faith, I was thinking about a structure that feels 
like an end, like a bottom. That’s what the grain of an image 
does for me. I need to believe. In order for me to believe and 
have faith that it’s actually a thing, a tangible, palpable thing, 
there has to be a bottom. Imagine you’re in a pool. At some 
point when you dive down, you have to be able to touch the 
bottom of it. The grain does that for me. The unit of it makes 
me feel that I can swim around and find my bearings. I can 
compose. Then it’s about a matter of scale and how much of 
that unit I see.

That faith then is in seeing something or visualizing 
something specific that is tangible to you.
Exactly. It’s a texture. I think that’s the problem that I have 
with digital photography or digital video is this idea that it’s 
endless. I mean obviously it’s not endless, but there are too 
many pixels to the point where I can’t see it or feel it. It feels 
like you’re floating in space and there’s nothing to hold on to, 
and for some reason my mind can’t deal with that. Or when 
you think about absolute zero, when there’s essentially no 
information, it’s white, and there’s nothing there, I don’t know 
what to do. I can’t breathe. 

I have Pathêmes and I have a really early booklet that 
you made with a green cover, but aside from that, I’ve 
only ever seen your images on a screen. I’ve never 
seen one of your shows. So much of experiencing an 
image is seeing a digital representation, and having 
that thing to hold on to does feel like a lifeline.
To be honest I hadn’t thought about that, but actually it makes 
perfect sense. That’s very much a part of it. These things live 
mostly on the computer. It’s an interpretation of something. 
I think it became even more important for me to see grain 
and feel something. It’s like touching with my eyes. The idea 
of the book, including the processes and the papers that were 
used, was to emphasize what I write about in my essay which 
is texture. We wanted to exaggerate the tactility of it, and 
I think that comes with faith. The fact that I had faith in my 
own work. I knew that I didn’t have to worry about fidelity. 
Fidelity was never really a concern. I’m living these images and 
experiencing these images in RGB, and the moment that they 
become 4-Color you lose something, especially when you use 
color the way that I do. Faith plays a big part in this transition 
because I think you can really only take that step and let go 
when you believe. I’ve been believing for a little while now.

Why do you need to have that belief? Not from a 
confidence perspective, but why do you need to 
have that grain? Why do you need to see that or have 
that as your starting point? 
Safety is the point I keep coming back to. I never feel safe. 
I never have. I keep looking for it, so having something 
that I can feel, a modicum of control, which again we don’t 
really have, but projecting this hologram of control is really 
important. There are some other things too. I have been able to 

identify the fact that I’m obsessed with anything 
Hellenic. I love Classicism. I love the Greeks. 
There’s a sense of order, a colonnade and a place 
to start from. 

Does this apply only to your work, or is it 
bigger than that?
At this point I think everything is my work. 
I really don’t separate stuff, especially given my 
forays into other things. I read a ton these days, 
and I don’t have a hobby, for example. I actually 
don’t. Well actually maybe I do. I listen to 
basketball gossip when I have tea in the morning 
for 10 minutes. That’s really the only thing that 
I do that I don’t think of as work.

What is your spiritual understanding of 
faith?
I don’t believe in anything I guess. I don’t 
think of myself as a very spiritual person. 
I wouldn’t say that I’m a nihilist, but I don’t 
even really believe in people. I was watching this 
thing the other day and I sort of identified with 
this guy who said that groups of people freak 
him out. Groups of people freak me out too. 
I like individuals. I can feel a lot of empathy for 
people. I love people in that way, like the way 
we’re talking. I’m very curious. I want to know 
about you. I grew up Catholic, but I’m Brazilian 
so it’s sort of a brand of Catholicism that has very 
little commitment. I went to Catholic school, 
but it’s not really a thing. It’s very different than 
growing up Catholic in Ireland. It’s actually 
the opposite in a sense. Now in the context of 
what we’re talking about, not having a safety 
net seems like I’m making my life more difficult 
than it needs to be, but, I do love religious music. 
I love churches. 

Why is that?
I think because, well, it’s the idea of the pastoral. 
I remember as a kid watching Brother Sun, Sister 
Moon, that Franco Zeffirelli film, and it’s funny 
because it’s supposed to be about St. Francis of 
Assisi. I guess nature is probably the closest thing 
to a spiritual connection that I have, and it is one 
of the earliest associations of divinity. It resides 
in nature. I mean you can see it. I’m a sucker for 
a really beautiful landscape. Every time it gets 
me. That’s the closest I feel to anything in the 
beyond. 

No one captures nature like you do. Can 
you talk about how you see it?
I wouldn’t consider myself someone who is well 
traveled, so I think because of that I am very 
much still in awe of everything. I was in the C
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At the same time, it seems like your personal 
history is present in your work, but not that 
visible. It’s like the underground foundation 
of your work, which strenghtens its whole 
structure.
My family history is not discreet in my work because  
I want it, but because it is porous. See, many Black folks 
from my generation don’t really have family archives. 
At the time of their parents and grandparents, visual 
archives implied money, and the democratization 
of photography, video recording or writing didn’t 
concern them already. My grandmother was a poor 
Caribbean farmer. There aren’t any image of my 
mother before she turned twenty-eight, which is crazy.  
The exhibition Gentle Battle is a huge collective 
amnesia: it’s about a profound lack of personal 
material. See, that’s why my work is not representing 
every random Black folk. I already have a lot to deal 
with myself and my family, and it’s hard and dangerous 
to go there.
 
As I see it, producing art is a way for you 
to go deeper into your family history, to 
understand it better.
You’re right, but it’s not only about archives and events. 
There are psychological and non-verbal findings 
at stake. You cannot limit the effect of colonization 
to racism, lack of representation in the media, and 
police brutality. It’s not only that. Capitalism turned 
colonialism into trivial and spectacular images, but in 
fact, colonization has a deep, invisible impact – and 
my exhibition is all about that. Take Warrior Rest/
Sleep Paralysis: through this king size canopy bed 
integrating a built-in LED lights program system, 
I’m talking about Rapid Eye Movement, lack of sleep, 
post-traumatic syndrome. Whether you are a direct 
or indirect victim of colonialism, your body and mind 
are at war. It’s psychological warfare, it’s a “gentle 
battle”. This is what I’m most interested in: how can 
you generate ideas from this invisible and slow war?
 
This kind of explains your organic and 
intuitive production process. It’s like you have 
a pool of ideas, concepts and references, 
and you pick from them during the creation 
process so that they become form. It’s not 
really serendipity: it takes time and work, 
not chance. Techniques suddenly merge with 
symbols and become a work.
As I said, my work is the antechamber of my mind. 
In that way, my production process is all about 
muscle memory. For me it’s always like my work 
happens by accident, in media res of the exhibition. 
I try to build a show as if it was my cosmology. 
While we were preparing the show, I was trying 
to establish connections between the works in the 
space, as if they were the complementary titles of  
a concept album. At the end I feel like my work is my 
psychoanalysis.

 
This may explain why your work 
is often changing from one 
state to another. Warrior Rest/
Sleep Paralysis was born out of 
your performance RIP Aporia, 
a confession of the fatigue and 
anxiety experienced when facing 
up to aporia. In Gentle Battle, the 
bed has new drapes and details, 
and it is also linked with the 
complementary installation Sum 
Deaths Take 4Ever, a tribute to 
electronic music pioneer Bernard 
Szajner. Let’s also take Collective 
Amnesia: it shifted from a video 
to a video installation when 
combined with Lahan!, a huge 
pile of riso-printed fake CFA Franc 
bills – the Ivorian Coast monetary 
system implemented by the French 
Colonies of Africa in the wake of 
World War II and still in circulation 
today… You don’t want closure in 
your work. You want it to evolve 
with you.
My work evolves and adapts, but the 
symbolics stay. Take for example Tusk 
of Zegui, this huge CNC-milled tusk 
hanging from the ceiling of the exhibition 
space. At the beginning I wanted two 
tusks, forming a transitional portal from 
past to future. For many reasons, this idea 
shifted and the tusk became a menacing 
sword of Damocles. Thing is I wanted 
the tusk to be there, whatever it would 
take, because it is a strong and violent 
symbol, linked with animal and colonial 
violence. I want to show people images 
that are already in their minds and play 
with them. It’s smarter than just getting 
abstract – it speaks to more people. And 
as soon as the symbolics stay, Tusk of 
Zegui might change from an exhibition 
to another. Maybe one day it will finally 
turn into a portal.
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THE DISORIENTATION BUT THE BLISS
KORAKRIT ARUNANONDCHAI

The multimedia artist raised in Bangkok, appears on the screen. It’s 1pm in 
New York City, 7pm in Paris. We talk for a long time during what he says 
being the busiest period of his life, as he is working on many shows across 
the world. Only at the end he gives us a tour of the space he is in: it’s a studio  
containing paintings in the process of being made – some of them for his upcoming 
exhibition at Moderna Museet in Stockholm this fall. He says: I need to be in the act of 
painting to figure out what I’m going to do, there is something about the fluidity of the 
process. I am figuring it out. 

What is this studio you are at right now? 
It’s this temporary studio, the light is really nice here 
in Chinatown. I have the space for three more days but  
I don’t even think it’s a good representation of my studio. 
I’ve got it just to paint for a short time. Most of the time 
my studio is just whatever apartment I am in – and my 
computer.

You work with video, sculpture, performance, 
painting and music. You construct these 
complex works and spaces that are extremely 
sensory. How do they come together? Are they 
based on improvisation? 
Rather than improvisation I think the word is aliveness. 
And for something to be alive, there needs to be a context, 
a stage. So a lot of my work is setting up this stage for a 
commingling of different forces to take shape. The stage is 
something permeable that allows each elements to come 
in contact like a threshold. Whether it’s performance, 
video-installation or even people – it’s a gathering around 
and within this threshold. The way it’s all documented 
is always planned, many times it’s filmed from multiple 
different points of view. Then it’s constantly changing 
up to the end, which has to do with having many 
collaborators too. In terms of the video works that are 
usually done in collaboration with my friend Alex Gvojic, 
a cinematographer, we usually start with a few different 
root ideas and let it grow into scenes of gathering, for 
both humans and objects. It is the idea where the script is 
almost the ghost, the spirit. In Songs for Living, it was the 
underwater, as a space that stands in for the in-between 
of life and death and the gathering around a fire, as the 
process for the formless to come into form again. There’s 
a whole part where I perform and film myself underwater 
and then there’s another part where we film different 
materials submerged and re-emerged in a water tank.

Why did you film underwater?
The installations are built out of the same psychology of 
these spaces translated into the present materialities of the 
galleries that house the installations. For example in Songs 
for Living the videos are color-corrected to be the color of 
light passing through skin, skin to what a fetus may see if 
it opens its eyes inside of the womb. When you sit in the 
room watching the video it creates a psychological effect 
of feeling like you are literally in the void. The screen itself 
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is the opening, it creates that same feeling, 
it’s not an illustration of it. It creates this 
feeling of gathering with people around a 
fire, or what the womb as a psychological 
space may feel, right as the world is opening 
up to receive it. 

Songs for Living has this incredible 
sound, partly “songs” and texts read 
in voice-over.
I thought of the feeling of a live music 
show, how instrument and sound embodies 
the flesh and of musical instruments that 
require bodies to perform it. I approached 
many musicians I’ve actually worked with 
before, or who are formative to my life. 
There’s the drummer Brian Chippendale, 
who is part of Lightning Bolt, a hardcore 
noise band from Providence, Rhode 
Island where I spent my college years; the 
guitarist Jason Bartell from band Mythless 
and the singer Zsela, who I’ve worked with 
numerous times. We actually made a song 
together for the video that is based on 
the poem On Prayer by Czesław Miłosz.  
It felt connected to how New York felt when  
I came back from Thailand, where I moved 
for a year during Covid – the disorientation 
but the bliss, the kind of emotion your body 
is in when you let go and lose yourself.

I made Songs for Dying during that time 
in Thailand. It’s kind of the metaphor of 
splitting of the mind and the body, or the 
spirit and the flesh, a way for me to perhaps 
process the death of my grandfather that 
happened that year, and my experience of 
singing his favorite songs to him as he was 
laying in his deathbed. One of the songs was 
“La vie en rose” which became the theme 
song for this video. 

The experience of seeing Tosh perform pretty much 
escapes language. It also feels like the stage changes 
as the performer changes; the stage influences the 
performer and the performer influences the stage. 
If I think through Tosh’s performance, it allowed 
me to touch on and speak about things that  
I couldn’t find a way to talk about otherwise. 

Sometimes it feels like words that 
have been spoken are a translation of 
something else.
For me, art is made because of the inability to 
express something in words. It comes from the fact 
that there aren’t actually words or specific forms 
that exist that would represent that something 
fully enough. In case of Thailand, spirituality is 
entangled with politics and regimes. There are the 
two entities of the temple and the mall. The temple 
pretty much answers to one belief, and then the 
mall actually accepts different beliefs as long you 
buy something. The temple is trying to sell you this 
one unchanging idea, and the mall seemingly has 
this kind of entanglement of different ideas, but 
the one idea that rules over is this space of selling. 
Both spaces give transcendence, in different ways.  
The exhibition space is a third space that could 
shape those two spaces into one. 

It’s like returning the sacred to the profane, 
or finding the profane in the sacred. I make 
installations as stages or spaces to gather. I’m not  
a politician, I can only talk for myself, from my own 
experience. I can only think about the forms and 
in which way that can open itself up to hold other 
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people. But at the end, it’s not about a space where I can 
just start to speak for other people because that becomes 
politics. And that’s not what I will be able to do best as  
an artist.

The titles of your works are extremely present 
and evocative, such as There’s a word I’m 
trying to remember, for a feeling I’m about 
to have (a distracted path towards extinction). 
But they also come in “volumes”, repeating 
certain words: for example, No history in a room 
filled with people with funny names 5 or With 
History in a Room Filled with People with Funny 
Names 4. As if they were a thread throughout 
your work in time. 
The denim fire paintings are called Untitled  (History 
painting). I think most people relate to other things they 
encounter as bodies. Each painting in this series is a body. 
My paintings have a surface, texture, and the body becomes 
a stage where that fire happens and later it carries on that 
history. Similar to when you meet a person, a person’s 
beyond their physical manifestation, there’s the idea of their 
entire history or memory that actually operates. The work 
carries the memory and the history, or the ghost of prior 
works. Those things that are dragged along and changed 
through time. The name is a material that accumulates, like 
history, taking in its negative and positive shapes and often 
burning things away into the unknown, that is Painting with 
history in a room filled with people with funny names. When 
I came to the US I did not change my name and you know, 
people’s names form and shape a lot you know about them. 
I always felt like abstract painting almost belonged to white 

men, at least in the Western culture. When I started 
art school in America, I had this feeling of needing 
to assimilate and hide the otherness, otherwise  
I wouldn’t be accepted to the group. You don’t get that 
privilege to be neutral unless you are a white man, in 
that context. I had a strong impulse for my work to 
not aesthetically appear Thai, it was almost a post-
colonial symptom where I was repressing myself. 
What is important about differences are the sets of 
different kinds of relationships, and what is that part 
of myself that constitutes the difference isn’t even 
understood fully by me.

Why did you choose to paint on denim? Did 
it have to do with you moving to the US?
I wanted a material that is close to canvas but 
references a different kind of history. One that hints 
at the movement of globalization and the soft power 
of America itself. The story of America as it plays out 
outside of America. 

Could you talk about what is Thai 
contemporary art and painting?
A lot of it is based on Thai Buddhist aesthetic, which 
is linked to its own propaganda in a way. It connects 
to seemingly traditional ideas. There was an Italian 
sculptor named Silpa Bhirasri who came to Thailand 
and then started an art school and taught how to 
paint on canvas. He is basically considered the 
father of Thai modern art. In my earlier work I tried 
to embody this aesthetic as a role play to see how 
a return to that from a perspective of an outsider/
insider would be, but now all that’s left over in the 
work is perhaps the use of gold in all the paintings. 
I think that connects enough to the surfaces and 
meaning that those ubiquitous temples in Thailand 
have to me.

You have included your grandparents in your 
work. What was the motivation or reason 
behind this? 
The relationship with my grandparents was much in 
the profanity of life, and art is a space that can make 
that sacred. I had this urge to film my grandfather.  
I started maybe 12 years ago, when he started losing 
his short-term memory. I had this urge to document 
them both and to create a space to host them, or 
be with them, in my practice. This comes from the 
impossibility to connect on a personal basis. I felt 
they raised me up when I was younger, and there’s 
a sense of a connection in terms of what family is, 
what love is, but then beyond that there are also 
the unconsolable differences of time. With the 
relationship between me and my grandfather, there’s 
a generational question – not the old and the new 
per se, but it’s almost like the present and the past, 
what the present is and how it is defined by the past. 

“ “A
u palais des im

ages, les spectres sont rois.” Paul N
ougé” Béatrice

Unfortunately, this looks like an era that 
is now a bit over. My friends and I were 
hanging out at Les Souffleurs and Le 
Dupleix. Now every time I go back there, 
I feel everything has changed so much and 
become just a bourgeois-luxury-touristy 
nightmare. That’s also why the bookstore 
had to move to Saint-Ambroise in the 11th 
arrondissement, which is a great way to 
reflect on locations, queer neighborhoods 
in Paris and decentralization. I had a lot of 
moving and intimate conversations with 
customers, I think it was my favorite part of 
working there – these conversations.

What are you currently reading?
Nisha Ramayya’s States of the Body Produced 
by Love, that is such a masterpiece.  
A beautiful combination of spirituality, 
prose, and poetry. 

Do you feel like the experience of 
working in the bookstore and having 
those conversations  translated to 
your art practice somehow?
Yeah, obviously, working there helped me to 
grow in a political space. I think it helped me 
understand the world differently, through 
my readings on activism but also through 
encounters. And I think it made me realise  
I wanted to write and build my own 
narrative. And create a good connection.  

What is a good connection?
Being honest and true with what you want to 
say, not trying to hide anything.

Do you have this kind of conversation 
with your students? 
Absolutely, to me it’s important to talk about 
what it means to express ideas, how to navigate 
the violence within the art world, and stay 
true to yourself – or if not, to play with that. 
I think we all have very strong intuitions but 
we don’t necessarily listen to them. Also how 
do you want to sell? Pragmatic questions 
like those are rarely discussed because you 
always are supposed to talk about concepts.  
I'm interested in how to be an art practitioner, 
a cultural worker, how to be aware of what 
are the responsibilities related to making 
art. I personally never went to an art school, 
which is a blessing and a curse. I see how 
it can be liberating for students to see 
people like me, coming from the margins.  
And thinking about pragmatic strategies.

Is there a new project you are working on 
right now?
I'm working on an ambitious performance, actually 
coming from my book called Beast!. It's a co-production 
with four institutions, the Tinguely Museum in Basel, 
the HKW in Berlin, the Shedhalle in Zürich, and the 
Centre Pompidou in Paris. It's gonna be about me 
reading poetry during a night of rituals, while calling 
for a secret beast. I am collaborating with Makeda 
Monnet, a soprano singer, and Victor da Silva, an 
electronic music composer I have worked with several 
times. The talented Inner Light Collective are creating 
the costumes. I'm going back to the roots of poetry, to 
what it means to just recite poetry to the public. I am 
also looking at how the figure of the monster or the 
beast associated to queer and BIPOC communities 
can be reappropriated in an empowering way.  
I'm also working on a sculpture about self-defense and  
I am making a queer horror movie.
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